Senior ERP Analyst/ Database Administrator
DATE POSTED: May 4th, 2012
LOCATION: WINNIPEG
As a member of the Information Technology, Business Services team, you will be responsible for
maintaining existing databases and applications and integrating 3 rd party systems and
developing new systems and reports. The role demands a logical, process –oriented person with
a wide skill set and an appetite for translating complex business requirements into efficient
technical solutions.
Primary responsibilities include:












Provide technical expertise and recommendations regarding software projects and
initiatives.
Develop documentation to describe custom configuration of applications and operating
procedures.
Deliver solutions using Crystal Reports, SQL Reporting Services and other business
intelligence tools.
Review, troubleshoot and/or analyze code, scripts, SQL statements in order to suggest
corrections and improvements to improve system usage and performance.
Responsible for functions associated with the design, implementation and maintenance
of SQL server databases.
Maintain and improve database operational efficiency.
Performs daily, weekly and monthly data maintenance tasks.
Manages software changes.
Test, document and maintain partner-developed software and configuration changes.
Design and develop future feeds to the Data Warehouse and Data Marts.
Works cooperatively with other IT employees to accomplish department and corporate
goals.

Qualified candidates will have an IT or business–related University degree or diploma and 5+
years of systems analysis or data base administration experience. 5+ years of programming
with Microsoft SQL is a must. You should have experience architecting, maintaining, tuning and
managing database and a strong ability to write relational and multidimensional database
queries. Hands on SQL-XML programming skills are required. Experience with T-SQL and SQL
design principles and experience using varies ETL tools an asset. You must be proficient with
Crystal Reports, SQL Reports or other report writing tools. .Net development and SharePoint
experience is considered an asset. Experience in the construction industry also considered an
asset. Strong communication skills with the ability to discuss information need with all levels
in the organization a must.
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